SUBJECT: Adolf EICHMANN

REFERENCE: dated 15 June 1960

1. Further to reference, we send you herewith the following dossiers from the captured German documents:

§27: "Progress Reports of the Section, Sub-section II 112.1"

§28: "Progress Reports of the Section, Sub-section II 112.3"
Contains EICHMANN's signature

§29: "Files of II 112"

§30: "Cooperation with other offices: SP-HQ Part II Various"
On Page 6 is a handwritten draft, presumed to be in EICHMANN's handwriting.

§31: "Cooperation with other offices"

§32: "II 2"
On Page 69 appears to be a memorandum probably written by EICHMANN. See also pages 74 and 82.

§33: "II 2"
On Page 132 appears to be a memorandum probably written by EICHMANN.
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2. There is also attached a microfilmed print of a telegram from the Foreign Ministry documents, which are now available in the Federal Archives in Bonn, West Germany, which mentions EICHMANN. The reference number, should you wish to consult the original, is Container 2722, Serial No. 5794. The number E 421672 is the microfilm frame number.

3. As the document mentioned in Paragraph 2 is now in the public domain, no restrictions on its use are imposed. However, for the documents referred to in Paragraph 1, we request that specific permission for their publication or production be obtained from us.
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By Pocel